Iowa Autism Council Meeting

10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
September 12, 2012

B 50-basement
Grimes Bldg
SE 14th and Grand
Des Moines, IA

10:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Welcome; public comment; make changes to Bylaws in your notebook; vote on June minutes; Remaining discussion on Medicaid letter Josh Cobbs

10:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. Discussion of Governor’s Report for Dec 15. Topic discussion and action steps: Autism insurance legislation. Update on connecting legislators with insurance specialists All members

10:45 a.m. – 12:00 a.m. Adult Services Study of other states provision for autism and high functioning, who pays, baseline of other state services to define gaps in Iowa; Institutes of Higher Ed study to determine curriculum and evidence based practices to define gap and action plan for Iowa All members

12:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Increasing employment for adults: school preparatory needs, Voc Rehab, provider angles to determine gaps and actions to address gaps; Publicize DE data report: action steps of how to release the report with next steps identified All members

2:00 p.m. – 2:45 p.m. IAC work: 1) gather other state ASD tool kits and determine distribution options 2) Address distribution of police and EMT existing material more consistently 3) DE data gathering re: schooled in resident district, different district, special education schools, and out of state to impact community based service options 4) DSM5 impact on Iowa school services information All members

2:45 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Wrap Up: plans before Nov. 7, 2012 meeting Josh Cobbs

* Breaks will be taken as needed

Additional Instructions: Distribute: Goals and objectives topic list for the December report